DEEP MATTE

FUJICOLOR CRYSTAL ARCHIVE PROFESSIONAL PAPER DEEP MATTE

The Perfect Paper For Digital Printing

- Pure Whiteness
- Accurate Color Reproduction
- Lusterless Surface
- Excellent Image Stability
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THE PERFECT CHOICE FOR DIGITAL PRINTING OF PHOTOS WITH GREAT BEAUTY AND TREMENDOUS IMPACT.

Introducing New Fujicolor Crystal Archive Professional Deep Matte Paper, designed exclusively for digital output on large-format and Frontier laser printers. We understand product versatility is paramount to realizing creative vision and customer satisfaction, and Deep Matte Paper provides you an opportunity to deliver output of great beauty and tremendous impact. Its unique matte surface provides elegant color reproduction with subtlety and warmth.

The same long lasting results you know and trust from Fujicolor Crystal Archive technologies can be found in Deep Matte, including pure whites, accurate color reproduction and excellent image stability.

Exceptional Crystal Archive image stability assures your Customer’s most cherished moments will withstand the test of time with unparalleled silver halide print permanence. For truly high-image-quality digital prints for portraits, wedding, commercial display, and photo albums, Deep Matte will capture these moments in print in an extraordinary way.

DEEP MATTE

Pure Whiteness — Clear, more distinct print images and sharper text quality.

Accurate Color Reproduction — Rich color reproduction range with high color saturation, ideally suited to commercial use, wedding and portraiture.

Lusterless Surface — Creates unique, impressive images.

Excellent Image Stability — Highest level of image stability.

Processing — Fuji Hunt CP-RA Process or RA-4 type processes.
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For more information call 1-800-800-FUJI
or visit www.fujifilmsusa.com